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Abstract
NASA’s Arctic-Boreal Vulnerability Experiment (ABoVE) integrates ﬁeld and airborne data into
modeling and synthesis activities for understanding Arctic and Boreal ecosystem dynamics. The
ABoVE Benchmarking System (ABS) is an operational software package to evaluate terrestrial
biosphere models against key indicators of Arctic and Boreal ecosystem dynamics, i.e.: carbon
biogeochemistry, vegetation, permafrost, hydrology, and disturbance. The ABS utilizes satellite
remote sensing data, airborne data, and ﬁeld data from ABoVE as well as collaborating research
networks in the region, e.g.: the Permafrost Carbon Network, the International Soil Carbon Network,
the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Database, AmeriFlux sites, the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer, the Orbiting Carbon Observatory 2, and the Soil Moisture Active Passive mission.
The ABS is designed to be interactive for researchers interested in having their models accurately
represent observations of key Arctic indicators: a user submits model results to the system, the system
evaluates the model results against a set of Arctic-Boreal benchmarks outlined in the ABoVE Concise
Experiment Plan, and the user then receives a quantitative scoring of model strengths and deﬁciencies
through a web interface. This interactivity allows model developers to iteratively improve their model
for the Arctic-Boreal Region by evaluating results from successive model versions. We show here, for
illustration, the improvement of the Lund–Potsdam–Jena-Wald Schnee und Landschaft (LPJwsl)
version model through the ABoVE ABS as a new permafrost module is coupled to the existing model
framework. The ABS will continue to incorporate new benchmarks that address indicators of ArcticBoreal ecosystem dynamics as they become available.

1. Introduction
The Arctic-Boreal Region (ABR) is experiencing unprecedented terrestrial ecosystem change (Serreze et al
2000, Hinzman et al 2005, McGuire et al 2006, Chapman and Walsh 2007). During the past three decades,
the Arctic surface temperature has warmed at a rate of
1 °C per decade, which is substantially higher than the
midlatitudes and tropics (Christensen et al 2013).
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd

On one hand, increased ABR temperatures are accelerating the permafrost-carbon feedback to climate,
wherein thawing permafrost enables the decomposition and release to the atmosphere of previously
inaccessible soil carbon as carbon dioxide (CO2) and
methane (CH4) (Hayes et al 2014), resulting in
increased warming and further permafrost thaw
(Schuur et al 2015). Conversely, temperature increases
in the ABR might facilitate plant growth via nutrient
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release from thawing permafrost, thus acting as a
negative feedback by increasing carbon CO2 uptake
from the atmosphere (Mack et al 2004, Natali et al
2012). Changes in disturbance and hydrology also
impact these nonlinear feedbacks, necessitating the use
of a process-based modeling approach to determine the
total impact of warming on ecosystems of the ABR,
particularly as it relates to terrestrial carbon source/
sink dynamics (Oechel et al 1993, McGuire et al 2009,
Schuur et al 2009, Hayes et al 2011, Koven et al 2011,
McGuire et al 2018).
While model simulations can elucidate ABR ecosystem dynamics, the accuracy of those simulations is
informed by observational data collected from the
region (Fisher et al 2018a). Until recently, data collection from the region was relatively sparse, due largely
to the extreme environment and sheer size of the area.
(Sitch et al 2007, McGuire et al 2012, Melton et al 2013,
Fisher et al 2014a, 2014b, Schuur et al 2015). To
address this, NASA has embarked on a decadal-scale
study: the Arctic-Boreal Vulnerability Experiment
(ABoVE), to collect additional in situ and airborne
measurements, and create new satellite data products,
of the ABR (https://above.nasa.gov; Goetz et al 2011,
Grifﬁth et al 2012, Kasischke et al 2013).
Several model benchmarking systems are in use by
the modeling community to constrain model simulations with observed data, including the International
Land Model Benchmarking (ILAMB) system (Luo et al
2012, Collier et al 2018, Hoffman et al 2017), the European Network for Earth System modeling (ENES)
Benchmark Suite (https://redmine.dkrz.de/projects/
enes-benchmark-suite/wiki), and the Permafrost
Benchmarking System (PBS) (https://permamodel.
github.io/pbs/). While ILAMB and ENES are comprehensive in their efforts to improve the performance
of land models via model-data intercomparison, their
global scope inhibits the development of benchmarks
that speciﬁcally address key indicators of Arctic and
Boreal ecosystem dynamics. The ABoVE Benchmarking System (ABS) utilizes permafrost benchmarks
from the PBS (e.g. active layer depth) and adds additional benchmarks to address other ABR indicators
(carbon dynamics, disturbance, ecosystem structure
and function, and hydrology).
In addition to its mission of data collection,
ABoVE is tasked with integrating data collection during the campaign with satellite data and model simulation efforts. Our Model-Data Integration Framework
(MoDIF) is designed, in part, to ingest and organize
ABoVE data into a format that is comparable with
model output (e.g. NetCDF), thus facilitating the use
of the system for benchmarking and model improvement (ﬁgure 1) (https://above.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/inv_
pgp.pl?pgid=3394). At the core of the ABoVE MoDIF
is the ABS, an ABR-focused model benchmarking system that is the main user interface between modelers
and the ABoVE data (Stofferahn et al 2016). The ABS is
operational software residing on the ABoVE Science
2

Cloud (ASC, https://above.nasa.gov/sciencecloud.
html) and is designed to ingest different types of output from terrestrial biosphere models (TBMs) in order
to evaluate their efﬁcacy—and improvement through
development—in simulating ABR ecosystem processes. An example of such model evaluation is shown
in section 4, wherein the output from two versions of a
sample TBM are evaluated through the ABS in order
to make inference on the impact of changes between
model versions (in this case, a change in treatment of
permafrost) on overall model performance.

2. Observational data
The ABS incorporates data from in situ, airborne, and
satellite measurements for comparison against model
output. There has been one completed (2017) and one
planned (2019) airborne campaign in the ABoVE
region. The completed campaign has provided a
variety of co-located data, summarized in supplementary table 1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/ERL/
14/055002/mmedia: including Polarimetric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (P&L-band), used for active layer
thickness, AirSWOT (Ka-band Radar, used for detection of liquid water and topography), AVIRIS (hyperspectral data, for use in identifying vegetation), LVIS
(LIDAR, useful for determining vegetation height),
and CFIS (an instrument to measure solar-induced
ﬂuorescence (SIF)). In addition to data collected for
the ABoVE campaign, there is also an enormous
wealth of data and information existing or in development by non-ABoVE programs relevant to modelers.
These include, for example: the Permafrost Carbon
Network (Schuur and Abbott 2011, Schädel et al
2014), the International Soil Carbon Network (Jandl
et al 2014, Nave et al 2016), the Northern Circumpolar
Soil Carbon Database (Hugelius et al 2013), and
individual AmeriFlux sites (e.g. Oechel et al 2014).
This is in addition to measurements such as Gross
Primary Production (GPP), Net Primary Production
(NPP), and Evapotranspiration from the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer satellite system, SIF from the Orbiting Carbon Observatory 2, and
soil moisture and freeze/thaw dynamics from the Soil
Moisture Active Passive mission. The source data for
each variable currently in the ABS is shown in
supplementary table 2. It is expected that the list will
never be ‘complete’: as new benchmarks become
available, they will be added to the suite of existing
benchmarks for a given variable, reﬁning our estimate
against which models will be evaluated. As any benchmark has an associated uncertainty (particularly those
which are model-based or derived quantities), the
addition of new benchmarks will reduce the overall
uncertainty, providing a tighter constraint on model
performance.
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Figure 1. Overview ﬂow diagram of the ABoVE MoDIF. ABoVE ﬁeld and remote sensing data are collected (1), processed
(2), delivered to the ABoVE Science Cloud (3), integrated into MoDIF (4), interfaced with multiple models for model improvements
(5), and linked as Ecosystem Services to end-users (6).

3. Methods
3.1. Processing of observational data
Processing each benchmark dataset is done manually,
and the full details of this processing are provided in
the supplemental materials (S1). The data is transformed from its native ﬁle format to a netCDF ﬁle that
has been re-projected to the ABoVE projection and
grid (Loboda et al 2017). In addition, coarser spatial
resolution ﬁles are formed, enabling the system to
quickly access a dataset at the resolution that matches
the incoming model ﬁle (e.g. an incoming model
spatial resolution at 0.5° is matched to a pre-generated
0.5° benchmark product). This ‘ofﬂine’ matching
greatly increases the speed at which the MoDIF ABS
generates results. For in situ and ﬁne scale airborne
data, this coarsening can represent a signiﬁcant scale
mismatch, while models that run on a ﬁner scale can
take advantage of the ﬁner resolution observational
data. Future work may include utilizing the wealth of
ﬁne-scale data within a relatively coarse model cell to
generate cell statistics/uncertainty for use in the
scoring system.
3.2. ABoVE model benchmarking system
The ABS, written in Python, is an adaptation of the
ILAMB system but focused speciﬁcally on indicators
of ecosystem dynamics in the ABR. Its model and
observational domain encompasses the ABR of North
America (Loboda et al 2017). The ABS is also afﬁliated
with the PBS through shared datasets, functional
benchmarks, and statistical metrics associated with the
permafrost objectives of ABoVE.
The process ﬂow of the ABS, shown in ﬁgure 2,
begins with a user submitting the model results of a
speciﬁc version of their model outputs (either as a single NetCDF ﬁle or multiple NetCDF ﬁles) through the
web upload interface, which utilizes the php language
to move the model output to the ASC, wherein both
the data and MoDIF software also reside (at present,
only registered users to the ASC have direct access to
3

the ABS, necessitating an intermediary to upload
model output or observational data; see section 5.3 for
further discussion). Once the model output has been
uploaded to the ASC, the ABS automatically begins the
model evaluation. The process ﬂow of the system code
is shown in table 1 lists the, where each of the seven
steps in the execution of the code has associated input
elements (Column ‘Input to Step’) and produces elements (Column ‘Output from Step’) at the conclusion
of the step. The full details of the process ﬂow are outlined in the supplemental materials (S2), but a brief
summary for each step is provided here. Step 1 is to
load the shell of the scoring structure. The scoring
structure is populated with the statistics generated by
the benchmarks within the system, matched to the
ABoVE Ecosystem Dynamics Objectives and Tier 2
Science questions/indicators as per the ABoVE Concise Experiment Plan (ACEP). The structure consists
of nested custom Python classes that dynamically
interact between data, model output, benchmarks,
statistics, and summary scoring (supplemental ﬁgure
(1)). Step 2 loads the model output that has been submitted by the user as a custom ModelOutput class,
which includes a dictionary of variables of xarray
DataArray instances. Step 3 determines which variables within the model output match to the observational benchmarks, and re-projects those model
variables to the ABoVE projection and grid. Speciﬁcally, For every variable listed in the ModelOutput
class, the system determines whether or not there is a
matching observation within the system. If one or
more matching benchmarks are found, then the
model variable is re-projected over the temporal range
of the benchmarks via the nearest neighbor algorithm
using the pyresample Python package to the ABoVE
projection and grid at a resolution that minimizes
redundancy and gaps. Step 3 also generates the variable-observation pair entries in the statistics nested
dictionary. Step 4 loads a version of the observational
benchmark data from the system that matches the
resolution of the model output into the Python
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Figure 2. System ﬂow diagram of the ABoVE Model Benchmarking System. The system begins with some structural json ﬁles as well as
model output and observational data. At each step, Python objects are produced, with arrows linking the newly created objects to the
ﬁles/objects upon which they depend. Step 6 yields the full scoring structure, upon which plots and the webpage (Step 7) are
generated.

Table 1. Table of system ﬂow. There are seven steps in the system. Each step relies upon input data from outside the system, system code, or
the previous step. The scoring structure (Step 6) is the output of interest, while Step 7 generates supplemental information (plots and the
webpage).
Step
num

Step name

Input to step

Output from step

datasets.json and benchmarks.json
Model output ﬁles in active model directory
Observational data NetCDF ﬁle (to get temporal
coverage), shell structure
Observational data NetCDF ﬁles or source GeoTiffs

Basic scoring structure shell
Model output class shell
Model output in ABoVE grid,
statistics shell
Observational data in ABoVE grid

5

Load structure
Load model
Determine matching
datasets
Load data from matching
datasets
Generate statistics

Full statistics dictionary

6
7

Make full scoring structure
Generate webpage and plots

ABoVE gridded model output and
observational data
Scoring structure shell, statistics dictionary
Full scoring structure, Web generation code

1
2
3
4

environment. The observational data is already in the
ABoVE projection and grid. Step 5 calculates the statistics for each model-observation pair and stores
them in a statistics dictionary (calculations are further
detailed in section 3.3 and S2). Step 6 populates the
scoring structure shell with the results from the statistics nested dictionary, which is traversed from the bottom of the tree, starting with all of the observation
instances (ﬁgure S1). Step 7 generates statistical
maps and the webpage which displays the scoring
information.
3.3. ABS Statistics
The statistical tests included in the ABS mirror those
that are found in ILAMB. These were chosen because
of the efﬁcacy of these tests as demonstrated within
ILAMB. The calculations are as follows: (1) Bias—the
temporal mean of each benchmark pixel is subtracted
4

Full scoring structure
Plots, webpage

from the temporal mean of each model output pixel.
The results are normalized over the domain, the bias
score map is generated from equation (1), and the
domain-wide spatial mean is calculated to produce
the bias score. (2) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)—
the bias between the model and benchmark is
calculated for each pixel in time and space as in the
Bias calculation. The results are then squared, and the
temporal mean of each squared bias pixel is taken. The
square root of the result yields a spatial map of RMSE,
which is then normalized, the RMSE score map is
generated from equation (2), and the spatial mean of
that map yields the RMSE score. (3) Spatial Distribution Score—calculated from the correlation between
the temporal mean of the model results and the
temporal mean of the benchmark. (4) Interannual
Variability—two maps (benchmark, model) of interannual variability are produced from the temporal
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standard deviation of each spatial point within the
domain. The benchmark map is subtracted from
the model output map, the result is normalized over
the domain, the interannual variability score map is
generated from equation (3), and the domain-wide
spatial mean is calculated to produce the interannual
variability score. (5) Seasonal Cycle—the model results
and benchmarks are binned by month (i.e. all January
results are grouped together). These groupings are
then averaged, and a maximum function is applied to
determine the month for which the value of the given
variable is the largest. The maximum month for the
benchmark is subtracted from the maximum month
for the model output, a seasonal cycle score map is
generated from equation (4), and the spatial mean of
that domain-wide map is calculated to produce the
Seasonal Cycle score (this statistic shows how well the
timing of the cycle of a variable from the model
matches with the benchmark). Each statistical score, as
well as the Overall Score, can range from 0 (model
output unaligned with observations) to 1 (model
output aligned with observations). The Overall Score
for each model-observation pair is calculated from a
weighted average of the ﬁve previously described
statistical test scores, with a weight of 2 for the RMSE
score and a weight of 1 for all remaining statistical
scores (this weighting structure is identical to the
weights used in ILAMB).
score bias i,j = e - ∣(bias i,j / (obs i,j - obs min)) ∣,

(1)

score cycle i,j = e -(rmse i,j/obs i,j) ,

(2)

score iavi,j = e - ∣(st (mod i,j) - st (obs i,j) / st (obs i,j)) ∣ ,

(3)

score cycle i,j = 0.5*(1 + cos (2p*∣ shift i, j ∣) / 12). (4)

To calculate the Overall model score, we start with
the Overall Score for each model-observation pair for
a given variable. The system allows each Observation
instance to have an associated weight to reﬂect the
uncertainties associated with each observation (e.g. an
in situ observation of active layer thickness might be
weighted higher than an InSAR or Polarimetric SAR
observation of that same variable). At present, all
observations have a weight of 1, where future work will
adjust those values as uncertainties are quantiﬁed. The
score for a given variable is then the weighted average
of all model-observation pairs for that variable. The
Overall Score of each indicator in turn is a weighted
average of the variables (with the weight for each variable being the sum of the weights used in calculating
that variable’s Overall Score), and the Overall model
score in turn is the weighted average of each indicator
score.

4. User case
For illustration, we show output from a state-of-theart land surface model, the Lund–Potsdam–Jena (LPJ)
Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (Sitch et al 2003)
5

Wald Schnee und Landschaft version (LPJ-wsl), used
in two different modes. The LPJ-wsl modeling team
has been developing a permafrost representation in
their model, and they are using the ABS to assess the
improvement for the ABoVE indicators with the new
permafrost coupling. Output from both versions of
the model (one with permafrost coupling, one without) was run through the ABS as described in
Methods.
The new permafrost module in LPJ-wsl includes a
soil thermal dynamics that simulates the freeze-thaw
cycle, and a dynamic snow scheme to include some of
the effects of snow aging on soil thermal insulation
properties (Wania et al 2009). A multilayer Crank–
Nicolson ﬁnite difference scheme was used to model
soil thermal dynamics. The model has been applied in
carbon cycle applications, and the simulated permafrost extent and timing of freeze/thaw cycle have been
evaluated against a variety of observations, primarily at
the global scale (Zhang et al 2016, Zhang et al 2017,
Zhang et al 2018). For the representation of permafrost coupling with the carbon cycle, the modiﬁcations
are mainly through (1) adding the inﬂuence of soil
moisture on soil thermal conductivity; (2) using
depth-weighted average temperature for the top soil
layer (0–0.5 m) to replace surface air temperature in
the calculation of GPP, NPP and ecosystem respiration, and wetland methane ﬂux; and (3) introducing
water-stress effects in the calculation of GPP due to the
change in availability of water content in soil during
the freeze phase.
Scores were computed for 4 carbon variables as
supplied by the LPJ-wsl output: Wetland Methane
Flux, GPP, NPP, and Net Ecosystem Exchange.
Table 2 shows the full scoring results for both model
versions. Both the Overall Score and scores of each of
the four variables improved slightly when permafrost
coupling was included in the model. Figure 3 shows a
screenshot from the web output for GPP as illustration. The bias maps within the ﬁgure show that the
output from the model with the permafrost module
has a reduced bias in GPP, particularly in the discontinuous permafrost zone in Canada. Figure 4
shows the other mapped statistics (interannual variability, RMSE, and seasonal cycle), similarly showing
slight performance improvement in the model version
with the permafrost model.

5. Future work
5.1. Update the ABS with newly available ABoVE
and complementary data
The ABS already hosts a large suite of datasets,
primarily from existing satellite datasets (Supplementary table 1). There is an enormous wealth of
complementary data and information existing or in
development by programs outside of ABoVE that are
relevant to modelers (Fisher et al 2018b). There are
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Figure 3. User Case Results: LPJ-wsl scores from the version without permafrost coupling (left) and with permafrost coupling (right).

Table 2. User Case Scoring Results—Scores for each variable in the test case: Gross Primary Production
(GPP), Methane Flux, Net Primary Production (NPP) and Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) for each statistical
scoring component: Bias, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Spatial Distribution Score, Interannual
Variability (IAV), and the Seasonal CycleK as well as the Overall Score for each variable, and the Overall
Score for each model (the ﬁnal 2 rows).
Scores

Bias

RMSE

Spatial

IAV

Seasonal

Overall

GPP—No Permafrost
GPP—Permafrost
Methane ﬂux—No Permafrost
Methane ﬂux—Permafrost
NPP—No Permafrost
NPP—Permafrost
NEE—No Permafrost
NEE—Permafrost
Overall—No Permafrost
Overall—Permafrost

0.38
0.49
0.40
0.51
0.58
0.59
0.57
0.58
N/A
N/A

0.40
0.39
0.58
0.60
0.47
0.47
0.38
0.38
N/A
N/A

0.77
0.81
0.72
0.69
0.16
0.19
0.42
0.41
N/A
N/A

0.38
0.46
0.39
0.48
0.53
0.57
0.67
0.63
N/A
N/A

0.96
0.95
0.89
0.85
N/A
N/A
0.71
0.86
N/A
N/A

0.55
0.58
0.59
0.62
0.44
0.46
0.52
0.54
0.53
0.55

many more datasets being made available at present
and in the near future (see: daac.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/
dataset_lister.pl?p=34). Future work aims to integrate
these new datasets into the ABS.
At present, the benchmark datasets included
within the ABS are manually pre-processed so that
they are in a suitable form for ingestion into the ABS
software. It would increase future efﬁciency if there
was a method to automate the pre-processing of a candidate dataset. This automation software would automatically recognize the spatio-temporal extent and
resolution of the data, as well as the projection, and use
that information to produce the ingestible form of the
data via subsetting and transformations (as is currently
done manually). If that automation is untenable, an
alternative would be to provide a consistent method
for those who are generating datasets to transform
them into ingestible assets in the ABS. This would
involve the dataset creator providing those same spatio-temporal properties and projection information to
6

a piece of software that the creator can then run to
transform the data into an ingestible asset.
5.2. Statistics/analysis reﬁnement
While ILAMB forms a loose basis for the ABS system,
the global nature of ILAMB necessitates a large volume
of statistical metrics, whereas the ABS tailors these
statistics speciﬁcally to the ABoVE Ecosystem
Dynamics Objectives and Tier 2 Science questions/
indicators, as detailed in the ACEP. Nonetheless, in so
doing, the ABS identiﬁed key missing datasets, e.g.
active layer thickness and surface water extent (Fisher
et al 2018b), that limited holistic evaluation of the
ABoVE indicators. Continued reﬁnement of the
statistical metrics will be done to satisfactorily evaluate
the ABoVE objectives.
The basic statistics in this version of the ABS form
the foundation on which more sophisticated metrics
will performed. In addition to further reﬁnement of
appropriate scoring weights, functional benchmarks
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Figure 4. User Case Results: LPJ-wsl interannual variability (left), seasonal cycle (middle), and RMSE (right) scores from the version
without permafrost coupling (top) and with permafrost coupling (bottom)

will be used in model evaluation. These benchmarks
are structured around similar response functions
within models; e.g. temperature versus respiration.
Additional functional benchmarks will be investigated, tested, and included in the proposed work to
address key attributes of the ABoVE ecosystem
indicators.
5.3. User engagement
The full potential of the ABS is realized only when used
by the modeling and data communities. Although
modelers and observationalists have made use of the
ABS at time of writing, it requires an active effort to
engage and assist the modeling and data communities
in utilizing the system. Moreover, only registered users
to the ASC currently have direct access; at present, the
process for inclusion of additional observations is by
passing the data through an intermediary with access
to the ASC. Future work aims to streamline this
process to improve and expand ABS accessibility.
Engagement with the community is facilitated in part
by making the existence of the ABS more widely
known, and in part by surveying the needs of the
modeling and data communities and incorporating
those ﬁndings into the ABS (Fisher et al 2018b). We
also aim to continue connecting ABoVE Phase I data
to ABoVE Phase II modeling efforts, thereby facilitating the advancement in modeling capabilities, and
reduction in uncertainties, for ecosystem dynamics in
the ABR. For example, one of the science questions
modelers face in the ABR is: ‘What processes are
controlling changes in the distribution and properties
of permafrost, and what are the impacts of these
changes?’ The ABS will ingest new permafrost data
from the ABoVE campaign, thereby allowing model
7

evaluation against permafrost dynamics and an
improved understanding of the relationships between
permafrost change and other ABR ecosystem
dynamics through functional benchmarks. The ABS
will operate as a central hub for organization and
reporting of model improvements. Finally, through
user interaction and experience, we will continue to
update the design of the system interface to improve
usability. In sum, the ABS acts as part of the ‘central
nervous system’, connecting multiple elements across
data and models to one another, providing a centralized reporting system for model improvements
(Fisher et al 2018a).
5.4. Expansion to larger domain
At present, the ABS provides model evaluation across
the ABR of North America. Future applications of this
system may be expanded to include global areas of
Arctic and Boreal ecosystems with the requisite
observational data (existing global or pan-Arctic
model output would not require modiﬁcation in an
expanded ABS).
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